The decision support system (dss) we will describe is developed for capacity planning of container terminals. The system is originally built to support the design process of a new terminal, however, it can be used also for tuning existing terminals.
The dss incorporates several mathematical models, each describing parts of the process of container handling on a terminal. The relationships between these models is one of the interesting features of the dss. There 1S a hierarchy in the set of models. Models which consider the process in more detail are used to compute parameters of models that consider the process on a more global level. We distinguish three levels (see section 2 for a more detailed description of the terminal process): a. Model for the behaviour of one gantry crane used to stack containers on the yard (called: yard stackers). With this model characteristics of Models of c are similar to some of the models we described In [van Hee. Huitink and Leegwater (1985) ].
The dss can be used to support several types of decisions:
1. strategic decisions such as quay capacity, yard layout and type of cranes;
2. tactical decisions such as the choice of the rules for the operational managers to allocate containers on the yard and to extend or reduce the number of trailers for the transport of containers from or to a ship.
In section 2 we sketch the process of a container terminal. In section 3 we consider th~ model for the yard stacker (model a). In section 4 we describe model b. In section 5 we make some remarks on models c and in section 6 we sketch the architecture of the dss.
Our models are all analytical, i.e. we do not use simulation models in the dss. The reason why is that simulation models for the process of a container terminal are very time consuming and therefore difficult to use In an interactive way. However, the decision maker wants to vary parameters very frequently to determine his decision and therefore he needs interaction.
Container terminal process
Container terminals form an essential link In the transport chain of a container. It fulfils two functions: the transshipment and the temporary storage of containers. Container carriers are large compared to the more classical breakbulk ships. They can carry a few thousand containers. They are expensive so the berth times of these ships must be as small as possible. Container terminals can be organized in different ways with different types of equipment. We consider a rather familiar type of organization, however most of the methods we describe can be used for other organization forms as well.
In figure 1 we sketch a terminal: External trucks bring export containers to the terminal and (or) take import containers from the terminal. These trucks go to a yard stacker that picks the export container from the truck and puts it into the stack yard, usually into a part that contains only containers with the same destination. A truck that picks up an import container moves to the part of the stack yard where the import containers are placed and waits for a yard stacker. The yard stackers also serve the internal trucks called slave trailers that bring containers from or to the one shipcrane. They may go to several yard stackers, but return to the same shipcrane.
The stack yard is usually divided into compartments: per ship for import and export, whereas the compartments in the export stack are further divided into compartments per destination. The determination of the size and the location of each compartment 1S an important operational decision', Export containers that are delivered long before the departure of the ship are sometimes stored in a buffer compartment of the stack yard. They are brought to their compartment as soon as it is allocated.
To load the export containers as quick as possible it is important that containers are placed in the yard in the reversed order of their positions in the ship (see figure 2 ): In case of yard stackers the columns may be interchanged, however, if fork lift trucks are used instead of yard stackers, the columns must be as indicated.
The external trucks arrive at random at the terminal. This implies that there is a positive chance that the container they will pick up is not on top of one of the stacks. Therefore the yard stacker has to reshuffle the stack in which the container is. This takes time.
On the other hand, the export containers might be delivered in a wrong order. This last problem can be solved by letting the yard stackers do the reshuffling of export compartments at moments they are idle. Usually all export containers have to be delivered some time before their ship arrives, so there is some time left. Therefore we do not pay much attention to the reshuffling of export containers in the model. For the import containers this reshuffling has to be done at 'real-time' and therefore we must take this into account in the models.
At first sight one may think that reshuffling of import containers in the idle periods of yard stackers is also useful .• namely ordering the containers in one stack according to their residence time: 'old on top of young'. However, statistical investigations have shown that younger containers have a higher chance to be picked up at time t than older ones.
given that they are both at terminal at time t. (In fact, there is a positive chance that a container is never collected.)
The performance of a terminal can be expressed in the following quantities:
Number of lost calls (unserved ships).
It is assumed that ships go to an other terminal if there is no berth.
(This happens seldom.)
Average ship delay (compared to the minimal service time).
Waiting time of inland transports (here we only consider trucks). The relationships between the models indicated in section 1 becomes clear now. The performance of the yard stacker is influenced by the intensity of the external trucks and the division of its service over import and export, but also by the number of slave trailers it has to serve. The net service time distribution will depend on these influences. The service time distribution itself influences the cycle times of the slave trailers and therefore the throughput of the shipcranes. This quantity determines the gross service time of the ships.
The arrival pattern of external trucks may be modelled by an inhomogeneous Poisson process, with an arrival rate that varies over the day. In the models we assume the arrival rate to be constant in periods of one hour.
Hence the throughput of the shipcranes varies from hour to hour.
The yard stacker
At the most detailed level of our container terminal model, we study each of the model elements as stand alone systems. In this way we can investigate the influence of traffic intensities and system utilization on the service rate of each of these individual elements. As an example we shall discuss a model for a yard stacker serving the import stack yard. Other traffic sensitive model elements, such as the yard stackers serving the export stack yard or the vessels, can be dealt with in a similar way.
The yard stacker which handles the containers in the import stack yard ~s a huge moveable crane. It can move in the length (bridge movement) as well as in the width (trolley movement) of the stack yard. Two types of traffic arrive at the yard stacker. First we have the external trucks, which come to pick up containers for further inland transportation. Secondly we have the so-called slave trailers which deliver the containers they just obtained from a ship for temporary storage. For practical reasons, the organization at the stack yard has been chosen such that the external trucks and slave trailers are separated by the yard (see figure 1 ).
As a consequence of this the yard stacker repeatedly has to cross the yard; alternately the slave trailers and the external trucks have to be served. Several service order disciplines could be applied here. For the moment we assume that the service order is first come first served. The alternating service pattern causes the time for handling a container to depend on the preceding operation. If the current operation is a delivery by a slave trailer, whereas the preceding operation was a request from an external truck, then the current operation is starting with the trolley crossing the yard. If the preceding operation was a delivery as well, then the trolley movement would have been limited; assuming a random start position only half the stack yard had to be crossed. This dependency between two successive operations is largely determined by the arrival intensities of the two types of traffic.
At this level of the container terminal model, the arrival intensities are assumed to be given. An estimate of the arrival rate of the slave trailers can be obtained by iteratively using the global container terminal model, thus computing the throughput of the slave trailers, and the detailed model of the yard stacker which yields, using the updated knowledge about the arrival intensities, new estimates for the average service times.
We may partition the operation for handling a container delivered by a slave trailer or requested by a truck in a number of steps. In figure 3 this partitioning is given for each of the possible start positions. Although the positioning of the containers in the stack yard is one of the major concerns of the yard manager, we here assume that the containers are stored at random over the stack yard. We can make this assumption as the containers arrive and depart from the stack yard in a more or less random order. If w denotes the width of the stack yard, the time required for the trolley to move from a random position to the side of the stack yard is In both equations we assumed the distance to be large enough to allow the maximum speed.
Noting that the bridge and trolley movements may take place at the same time, we have determined the operations I a en e, II e, III a en f, and
IV a en f.
The travel distance distribution for the hook of the yard stacker, picking a container from, or putting a container in the yard, is determined by the distribution of the stack height. It is easily verified that this distribution, given the random placement of the containers, 1S the hypergeometrical distribution. Now let us define h the maximum height of stacking containers, M the actual number of containers in the stack yard and Nth" maximum number of containers in the stack yard. Then, the probability that a stack contains i empty places, given the utilization of the stack yard is given througb:
The conditional probability that a delivered container is placed on top of a stack with i empty places, again given M, is proportional to the number of empty places in that stack:
It can be shown that to calculate the unconditional probability only the first h-l moments of the distribution of M are required. It is our experience that the type of distribution of M is not of much influence to the final results. In our models we have assumed that M is determined by a normal distribution.
With this probability distribution we can compute the hook travel times I f and h and II f and h. In an analogous way we can compute the time required for lifting the top container of a stock III g and i and IV g and i. Note that the average number of free places in the stack is in this case approximately one container less than in the case we add a container (N big, q utilization of the stack yard MIN)
If we assume the line required for attaching and detaching container and hook to be approximately a constant, the only operation left which requires some explanation in figure 3 is the shifting of containers to get In figure 5 the solution for the same problem is given, but with the restriction added that the length of the stack yard is 16 containers at most. Note that the optimal stack height has shifted from two to three. 
Model for the interaction of equipment
In this model we assume the service time of the yard stacker to be known.
The interaction of yard stackers, slave trailers and shipcranes is modelled by a separable queuing network {cf. [Baskett, Chandy. Muntz & Palacios (1975) ]. Each shipcrane and each yard stacker is considered to be a server in the network. Each server is assumed to have an exponentially The quantities we want to compute for these networks are all mean values.
Therefore we may use the solution technique developed by Reiser and Lavenberg and extended by Zahorjan and Wong, called mean-value analysis.
The results of mean-value analysis hold for stationary situations only.
However, it turns out that the networks we consider stabilize very fast:
after a few cycles of slave trailers.
The parameters are: I set of shipcranes J = set of yard stackers p(i,j) = probability that a slave trailer that belongs to shipcrane i will go to yard stacker J d(i.j) (Note that I p(i,j) 1.) jEJ mean travel time from shipcrane i to yard stacker j (Note that we do not require d(i,j) = d(j,i).)
A(j) = mean arrival rate of external trucks at yard stacker J ss(i) = mean service time at shipcrane i sy(j) = mean service time at yard stacker J k(i) = number of slave trailers assigned to shipcrane i K = the vector with #(1) components k(i) e. = vector with #(1) components all of which are zero except for the 1 i-th which is one.
Note that sy(j) is computed with the yard stacker model.
Further we define variables:
~. (K) mean number of slave trailers at shipcrane i
In fact we are not only interested in the mean waiting time but also in an 'upperbound'. We define this as the point where the excess probability is smaller than or equal to o.
We cannot compute this value exactly, however we give an approximation based on the following heuristic:
Model the process of external trucks at the yard stacker j by an MIMI 1 queuing model with service time s(j) determined by:
( A<j)s(j) n j K) = """' -_-' ""' A-7(-:"' j )""s""' ("""' j ..... )
i.e. we tax the real arrival rate A(j) and real mean queue length nj(K) and we compute the corresponding mean service time under the assumption of an MIMll queue.
Then we may apply the formula (cf. [Kleinrock (1975) ]) for the distribution function of the waiting time W:
Hence the a-excess point is:
We continue with some remarks on extensions. If we assume that external trucks and slave trailers have different service times, we may modify the algorithm in (7) by replacing sy(j) by the service time of external trucks.
Another extension is to consider priority rules for slave trailers and external trucks. If we want to give slave trailers priority over external trucks we must replace n.(K-e.) by zero in (3). If we want to give external J J trucks priority over slave trailers we must replace m.CK) by zero in (7).
J
The priority cases are not exact but approximations.
We conclude with a simple example. Consider the situation (a) and (b) of figure 6 (page 16).
In case (a) the slave trailers are going from shipcrane 51 to yard stacker Y, and from S2 to Y 2 • In case (b) the slave trailers connected to S1 go to Y 1 and Y 2 randomly and the same holds for the slave trailers connected to S2' (~ and 02 denote mean and variance)
We may apply these formulas for the import and export containers both.
In [van Hee et al. (1985) ] also a model for quay or berth utilization was given.
We considered there a model for two-phase service distribution and an inhomogeneous Poisson arrival process with a periodic arrival rate (the period is typically a week). We discretized the model where the time unit was chosen such that the probability of two transitions was neglectable (typically about an hour). The results of the model are the distribution of the number of ships in each phase at the quay for each time interval.
Note that the mean service times of the shipcranes may be different in each time interval due to arrival rate of external trucks in that time interval.
The two phases of ship service are: unloading of import containers and loading of export containers.
To compute the berth occupation we need the throughputs of the shipcranes and the arrival rates of the ships. The first ones vary with each hour of the day, the second ones with each hour of the week. With these numbers we have the transition matrices for each hour and so we may compute the distributions by matrix multiplication, given a start distribution (for instance empty). It turns out that the distributions over a day stabilize quickly: after a few 'weeks' the distributions over a day of the week do not differ much.
The throughputs vary for each (k,t,m) where k is the number of ships 1n the import phase, t the number in the export phase and m the hour of the day_ To compute these throughputs with the model of section 4, we have to know the arrival rates of external trucks and the 'organization form'.
It is assumed that the arrival pattern of trucks is the same for each day_
The organization form is an assignment of slave trailers to shipcranes and to yard stackers. It is assumed that for each (k,t,m) such an assignment is given by the decision maker. Of course, one may search with the model of section 4 for a 'good' assignment for each situation.
The integration of models is illustrated 1n a dataflow diagram 1n section 6.
Architecture of the dss
First we recapitulate the scenario parameters of the system: -20yard stackers service time and that this service time is a parameter for the queuing network which produces the arrival rate of slave trailers.
So here an iteration procedure is necessary. The dotted line indicates that lost calls may be used to adapt the arrival rate of ships.
The dss has a database for the storage of all scenario parameters and computed values.
The user interface is menu-oriented. The user may change all scenario parameters. He may initiate every transformation process provided the parameters are available.
The system may be used for several purposes, for instance to optimize a yard stacker or to design an assignment rule'for slave trailers. So one does not want to start with Tl always. Therefore the computed values from the transformation process can be stored.
